Abbreviations: TOC1, TIMING OF CAB EXPRESSION 1; CAB2, CHLOROPHYLL A/B BINDING PROTEIN 2; CAT3, CATALASE 3.
In many organisms, circadian clock systems are used for processing environmental stimuli and predicting daily and seasonal changes. The plant circadian clock system had long been assumed to process these signals cell-autonomously. Recently, we have revealed that there are tissue-specific functions of the circadian clock system in Arabidopsis, and demonstrated that vasculature has a unique clock system compared to other tissues. 1 We also uncovered a role of the vasculature clock in photoperiodic flowering. A previous study demonstrated that CHLOROPHYLL A/B BINDING PROTEIN 2 (CAB2) and CATALASE 3 (CAT3) have differential sensitivities to light and temperature signals. 2 The diel oscillation of CAB2 expression was entrainable by light-dark cycles but not temperature cycles. By contrast, the CAT3 expression pattern was entrained by temperature cycles but not light-dark cycles. Since CAB2 is known to be a mesophyll-specific gene, we hypothesized that dedicated tissue-specific circadian clock systems incorporate these different sensitivities of CAB2 and CAT3 against photoperiod and temperature cycles. However, little is known how photoperiod and temperature signals affect clock gene expression in vasculature.
To study the effects of photoperiod and temperature signals on circadian clock gene expression in the vasculature and whole leaf, plants were grown under long-day (16:8 lightdark cycles or temperature cycles) and short-day (8:16 lightdark cycles) conditions for 10 days. Then, the vasculature and whole leaf samples were collected every 2 to 4 hours and TOC1 gene expression was monitored by quantitative realtime PCR. 1 In the whole leaf samples, the diel phase of TOC1 expression showed almost the same phase both under long-day light-dark cycles and long-day temperature cycles. By contrast, the TOC1 phase in the vasculature was slightly but significantly advanced compared to the whole leaf under long-day light-dark cycles, whereas no comparative phase advancement was observed under long-day temperature cycles (Fig. 1A and B) . These results suggested that photoperiodic signals and temperature signals do not have equal effects on the vasculature clock entrainment. A previous study demonstrated that the diel phase of TOC1 expression was sensitive to the day length in the whole leaf context. 3 Therefore, we tested whether the phase advancement of vasculature TOC1 was detectable under short-day light-dark cycles (Fig. 1A and  C) . Interestingly, the phase advancement was not observed in that condition, indicating that the phase advancement of TOC1 operates in a long-day light-dark specific manner.
Despite the subtle phase advancement under long-day condition, the vasculature clock is rather insensitive to photoperiodic changes. The diel phase of TOC1 expression in the whole leaf was drastically changed between long-day and short-day conditions. Since about 80% of mRNA in the whole leaf came from mesophyll cells1; therefore most of TOC1 mRNA in whole leaves is expected to come from mesophyll cells. By contrast, the diel phase of TOC1 expression was rather phase-locked. This feature of TOC1 expression in vasculature might be beneficial for plants to register environmental light conditions, according to the external coincidence model, 4 since the internal clock gene expression pattern is less affected by photoperiodic changes. These results support our view that the vasculature clock is important for photoperiodic flowering. 5 More interestingly, we could not detect any phase advancement in the long-day temperature cycles. This result implies that there is another tissue in which temperature signals are processed. Since CAT3 is expressed in both mesophyll and epidermis, 2 epidermis might be a candidate tissue for temperature sensing.
Cytosolic calcium oscillation is also reported as cell and stimulus-type specific. 6 Thus, as we demonstrated here, a tissue-specific approach in circadian clock studies will provide new insights into environmental signal sensing and processing by the circadian clock. C in continuous light) (B) and short-day light-dark cycles (8 hour light / 16 hour dark at 22 C) (C) for 10 days. ZT, zeitgeber time. Mean § s.e. m. (long day, temperature cycles, n=3; and short day, n=2). Geometric mean of IPP2 and APA1 were used as internal controls.1
